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WHAT VERVE360 HAS TO OFFER...
There are many costs associated with a growing business in today’s competitive climate. Some are obvious such as rent, electric and the
increasing cost of healthcare. Other costs are hidden such as loss of productivity due to illness or job dissatisfaction and the cost of employee
turnover. Happy and healthy employees are much more productive, engaging and likely to continue with the company long tearm, therefore
increasing your bottom line. All business’s are faced with these challenges today, but organizations who can mitigate these hidden costs will
run the most efficiently and have the happiest and most productive work forces. Assuming that your company is facing all of these issues, it
is paramount to have a comprehensive, convenient and inexpensive solution.
Business’s located in Downtown Pittsburgh are not immune to these factors, but there is a silver lining. Verve360 opened in 2008 and is
located within a short walk of your office. Verve has been forging corporate relationships over the past 5 years awith the goal of adding value
to each of your employees and continuing to remind them there is no better place to work than Downtown Pittsburgh. Verve offers a unique
combination of expertise that cannot be found at any other location in or around the city. Headquartered on 6th Street in the Cultural
District, Verve360’s unique service package includes:

+ Massage Therapy*
+ Hair and Nail Services
+ Pilates*
+ Yoga*
+ Aerial Yoga
+ Yoga on the Ropes
+ Private Training
+ Skincare
+ Eyelash Extensions
+ Hair Removal
+ Make-Up Services
+ Chiropractic
+ Nutrition
+ Weight Loss
+ Lunch and Learns*
+ Wedding and Bridal Party Services*
All companies can benefit from these offerings in reducing cost of insurance coverage, decreasing costs associated with constant turnover and
increasing productivity with a happier, healthier workforce.
*On or off site available for select services

WHAT IS AVAILABLE TO YOUR COMPANY?
Verve offers a standard corporate partnership and then customizes additional needs. The typical corporate partnership contains the
following offerings:
+ 10% standing discount for all employees on all services
+ 10% standing discount for all employees on all retail products
+ The option to purchase a $89 massage membership
+ The option to purchase a $89 facial membership
+ The option to purchase a $199 unlimited class membership

Additional offerings that can be added at the request of the corporation include:
+ 10% off On site chair massage events
+ Lunch and learns regarding all Verve offerings
+ 10% off On site class offerings (Pilates and Yoga)
+ On site chiropractic screenings and discussions about correct posture and stretching for
employees that spend many hours at their desk

DO I HAVE TO HAVE A WELLNESS BUDGET?
In order to become a corporate partner and qualify for ALL of the discounts listed above, the cost can start for as little as $2 per month per
employee. For example, if your company has 25 employees, the cost would be $50 per month for the entire company.
We are dedicated to becoming a strong partner with each business. In order to have a progressive partnership, we have found that each party
has to be invested in the process, including your employees. Some companies have found that a matching program works well for their culture.
Most companies we work with do not have any type of budget for these types of services, but we at Verve work diligently to make sure
everybody has a vested interest in their own wellness. Without the commitment to make a change, there won’t be a lasting benefit.

How does my company begin to work with Verve to build our customized wellness plan and
what do I have to choose from?
Step one is to contact Verve Wellness at 412-471-1575 or info@theverve360.com to set up a time to meet and
determine what your needs and wishes may be. Step two is to decide what makes sense, begin to publicize the new
opportunities for your employees internally and get rolling.
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